A Beautiful Sing & Play Kit
for the Emerging Learner
TAMIL-ENGLISH BILINGUAL

Nool Monsters is proud to present our very
special - Noola's Gift Set.
Nool means book and Nool Monsters are
guardians of stories. Through our humble
offering, we invite families from across the
globe to join us on our mission to inculcate
love and fearlessness towards Tamil in the
next generation of readers. The more Nool
Monsters we create together, the more we
can be sure that Tamil will thrive
and grow in the future.
Noola's Gift Set was meticulously crafted
over two years, taking into consult feedback
from parents, teachers, and most
importantly, little ones.
A great deal of thought went into the design of
each component to ensure children
experience the magic of Tamil through story,
song, craft, rhythm, and play. Every activity in
this set flows into the other so that learning is
intuitive yet limitless.
Noola's Gift Set is the perfect primer for any
family who wants to introduce Tamil to their
children in a fun, relatable manner. The
beautiful visuals, upbeat music, and
immersive play will naturally stir the curiosity
in every child and push aside any hesitation
they've had with their mother tongue.
We've come to understand that for many
families, the desire to introduce Tamil to their
children stems from their own lack of verse in
the language or a yearning to reconnect with
their roots. Keeping this in mind, Noola's Gift
Set is bilingual and uses English as a bridge
to facilitate learning in Tamil.
WWW.NOOLMONSTERS.COM

We've ensured the use of high-quality
materials, engaged an industry musician,
worked with professional children's
illustrators and designers, consulted with
editors, and put together what we're sure
is one the most beautiful packages you
would have ever seen for children's Tamil.
From the felt casing all the way down to
each piece in this set, we've pushed
ourselves to make this a memorable,
thoughtful, holistic gift that will delight both
young and old.
Over the last two years, we've had
countless conversations with our followers
about what they want to see in children's
Tamil. We've done our best to cover as
much ground as we could with this gift set
and hope it provides you with countless
interactions with your children in Tamil.
Noola's Gift Set is also a fantastic way to
introduce music and play in the classroom.
If you are a parent and love what you see,
please do tell your child's Tamil school
about us!
It only takes one magical interaction for us
to fall in love and want more of something.
We promise Noola's Gift Set will create
that magic for your child, and you - to
create a lasting thirst for our beloved
mother tongue.
Tamil is a gift Gift Tamil!
With much love,
Abhi - Founder, EliPuli & Nool Monsters

A Sing-Along with EliPuli Bilingual
Nursery Rhyme Book (Includes Audio)
A
!
! ெசா வ
(Gubu Gubu
SolVandee) Wipe-clean Word Building Cards
A Musical Ball Game
A Wooden Handbell with play prompts
A Make-a-Monkey Puppet Craft
18 Back-to-school Labels
A The Nool Monsters Club Noodallion
A Blank Greeting Card
A Premium Felt Peek-a-boo Monster Case

If your children enjoy singing English nursery rhymes, this book
will help them sing the same songs in Tamil, effortlessly! The
rhymes have been designed like a picture book with each verse
beautifully illustrated by artist Liliia Koniukh to accompanying
music by Joel Sakkari. The adapted Tamil verses have been
rigorously tested to ensure they both rhyme and fit the original
melody intuitively.
Every book comes with a QR code to stream the bilingual music
files. With the help of audio and visual cues, learning Tamil will be
a breeze for little ones!
This book is sized 50cm wide and 29cm high when open –
perfect for parent and child bonding.
There are 8 nursery rhymes featured in this 32-page, fully
illustrated soft-cover book:
Hickory dickory dock! – ஜி க
ப க
டா!
BINGO! –
ரமணி!
Incy wincy spider –
சல த
Five little monkeys – ஐ
ர
க
Jack and Jill – எ
Twinkle, twinkle, little star – மி
ச னந ச தர
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall –
க வரி அமரேவ!
Baa, baa, black sheep, have you any wool? –
க
பாேட உ னிட இைழ இ
கா?

A deck of 53 sturdy, wipe-clean double sided cards with 52 Tamil alphabet carriages
and more than 150 bilingual word prompts. Making words in Tamil has never been
more fun! Trace over the letters with the erasable pen (included)
and simply wipe-clean with a tissue!
The set also includes 8 empty carriages so you can fill in your own alphabets to
spell names or create your own words! There are also two engine cards (for siblings
to play together), 16 cards with the song lyrics in Tamil and in English transliteration
+ a QR code to the audio files so you can have an easy-peasy time learning your
favorite nursery rhymes bilingually.
The transliteration cards can also be used together with the sing-along book
if you or your child are not yet confident to read in Tamil.

You've read the book and learned the songs - what next? Let's play a game!
This inflatable cooperative ball game is based on the characters from the songs featured
in the Sing-along with EliPuli book. Children throw the ball to one another, identify the
character they see first, and then sing the associated song together. Can't remember
where the character is from? Quick, flip through the book and find out!
Note: Each ball has been hand-printed by artisans using silk-screen printing with ecofriendly inks. Due to the nature of the ink and the hand-printing process, deviations in
color and design are inherent. These are not defects and do not affect usage.

What fun is a sing-along book
without... Instruments!
This beautifully crafted wooden
handbell comes with a double-sided
prompt card filled with ideas of how to
ding-a-ling-a-ling along to the songs in
the Sing-along with EliPuli book.
Regardless of age, your child will be
able to refine their fine motor skills by
coordinating their rhythm to the beat of
the songs, varying the speed and
volume at which they ring the bell, and
moving their bodies while
simultaneously playing music.
These exercises are excellent for brain
development and can be enjoyed by
children from 6 months and up.

Time for some art and craft!
Let's make a 3D paper bag monkey to
sing-along to Five Little Monkeys (ஐ
ர
க ).
The puppet is designed based on the
character from the book. The activity card
includes an intuitive diagram and you can
refer to the Nool Monsters website for a
step-by-step demo of how to put it together.
Once you've made your puppet, you're
ready to have it bounce about in bed and
reenact the song bilingually! Who will you
be? The doctor or the mother?

18 high-quality labels for books
or school stationery
Use a permanent marker
for best results
Includes stickers to
decorate your handbell

The Nool Monsters Noodallion is a specially created gift to welcome our little readers into
the Nool Monsters Club. Reading bravely in Tamil is such a great achievement - our little
ones must be celebrated and encouraged to delve deeper into their mother tongue! This
is our way of making them feel proud of their efforts.
The tag can house an ez-link/ATM-sized card inside it for travel or be used on school
bags and luggage with emergency contact info.

Packaging is such an important part of any
gift set and we've gone out of our way to
make your child something super special.
This felt case is made of premium maroon felt
and has been designed like a Nool Monster
saying Peek-a-Boo! When the button closure
is opened, it reveals the monster's hands and
face along with a deep inner pocket for ample
storage.
The case can house A4 folders and
documents and is designed to be reusable for
home or school use. It also doubles up as a
toy cum mask, allowing your child to make
believe that they're a Nool Monster, too!
The greeting card is blank on the inside so
you can pen a special message for the child
you are gifting the set to.
Card measures 6*5cm when closed.
Felt case measures 35*33cm.

Noola's Gift Set
Book, audio, word-building deck, ball game,
puppet, wooden bell, back-to-school labels,
tag, lanyard, greeting card and felt cover

Five Little Monkeys Puppet Craft
SGD 4.50

SGD 38.90

Gubu! Gubu! Solvandee Deck
Sing-along with EliPuli Bilingual Rhyme
Book with Audio (via QR Code)

53 double-sided wipe-clean cards for
alphabet recognition, tracing and
word-building - includes marker

SGD 18

SGD 12.50

Sing-along with EliPuli Ball Game

Wooden Handbell

SGD 8

SGD 6

A Beautiful Tamil Sing & Play Kit
for the Emerging Learner

Visit www.NoolMonsters.com
for free Tamil songs & stories.
Follow Us:
NoolMonsters

